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"SurfSolo" is an application software developed by Judit Szirtes. The main program executable is surfsoloc.exe. The setup package is about 20.70 MB (21,869,288 bytes) when donwloaded. Use SurfSolo to surf the Internet anonymously. - View and Control your browsing with a secure website address, privacy email account, and secure encrypted instant
messaging. - Use your own e-mail address instead of using accounts from your ISP. - Protect you from websites who are trying to use your personal details. - Forgot your password? No problem! Only secure storage encrypted password and mail, no hacking. - Move between different websites with secure file transfer options. Note: This product is freeware,
meaning that it is provided AS IS and under no circumstances can I be held liable for any possible damage caused by using it. Similar software shotts: SurfSolo - Networking/LAN & Internet/Email/News & RSS/Web... Surfing the Internet and email in complete privacy with SurfSolo. SurfSolo makes encrypted surfing possible, a totally new concept of Internet

surfing. In SurfSolo you surf the Internet in a secure way, never getting your IP address or identity. You browse completely anonymous and track less. SurfSolo is simple to use and has an intuitive and friendly user interface. With SurfSolo the way to the Internet is private and safe, the way it should be. SurfSolo is free to use and highly appreciated by
SurfSolo users.... TLS Smart Tunnels - Communications/E-Mail Tools... TLS Smart Tunnels is a server software that, in one simple step, you can convert any HTTP based server into a completely anonymous SSL Web Server. TLS Smart Tunnels is easy to install and use and will protect all the clients you have. TLS Smart Tunnels is free to use and highly

appreciated by users. Features include the following: 1) SSL connections from any port you want, any protocol you want, all the way up to the main page, 2) Limit the number of connections from each IP 3) Protect... Read Mail Online - Communications/E-Mail Tools... ReadMailOnline is the web's easiest way to read email. It has been tested to work with ALL
pop/imap e-mail programs known to man, and/or man's best friend. To
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SurfSolo is a free software package that allows anonymous surfing on the Internet. It uses the most recent, commercially available proxy networks for superior user privacy and security. SurfSolo hides your real IP address, encrypts your Internet traffic, filters out unwanted advertisements, and removes access restrictions to some of the most popular
destinations on the Internet. SurfSolo offers a secure anonymous email account and supports instant messaging and chat. SurfSolo is based on open source software, the source code is freely available. SurfSolo features: * Fully customizable interface * Easy to set-up * Easy to use * Improved usability * Uncover user’s real IP address * Persistent

communication * Multiple account support * Improved browser privacy * Active forum * Ability to receive anti-spam & virus email * Multiple e-mail account support * Web crawler support * Web site statistics * High performance proxies * Support for MSN, Yahoo! Messenger, ICQ, AOL Instant Messenger, IRC, & IMDUBAI, United Arab Emirates — There’s a
new battle for supremacy in the Middle East. One of the most important — and dangerous — strands in the web of tensions that fuel the region’s conflicts involves U.S. intelligence agencies. And America’s top spymasters face an all-too-familiar predicament: the desire to please their bosses at the same time as they fear being ignored, threatened or even

killed. For three decades, the United States has pursued its interests aggressively abroad but has been far more cautious when it comes to American security and intelligence operations at home. Now, with the Islamic State and Al Qaeda firmly back on the list of U.S. enemies and a new president in the Oval Office who has promised to “take out” the
Islamic State, officials at the Department of Homeland Security and the National Security Agency are responding by building up their own collections of spies, informants and eavesdroppers — even while the administration’s top spymasters argue that any such intelligence operations would violate U.S. and international law. As a result, senior CIA officials
have begun telling colleagues that they are nearly certain President Donald Trump would not approve of any back-door actions by the agency against Mr. Trump and his associates. A CIA official briefed on a top-secret intelligence briefing for Mr. Trump and his national security adviser, Michael Flynn, on Jan. 5 on Russian hacking of U.S. systems said that
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SurfSolo – it’s your anonymous internet friend! SurfSolo is a freeware internet proxy to browse the internet anonymously. SurfSolo will bypass the restrictions imposed by most ISPs and using your own computer with a private SSL key. You will be able to visit any sites you want on the web with the help of SurfSolo. SurfSolo is easy to use and transparent
tool. SurfSolo could be your reliable internet friend. SurfSolo is designed for privacy for everyone. In this free software you can visit any popular sites and download news articles, etc. without knowing your real IP address. SurfSolo is perfectly free and available for everyone. SurfSolo is not a browser extension but a proxy to websites. SurfSolo needs to be
used only with web browsers. Features: Easy-to-use – SurfSolo is easy to use and transparent. It just needs few clicks to operate. SurfSolo is safe and free software. SurfSolo – it’s your friend. When using SurfSolo you don’t know your IP address and you don’t have to worry about who is watching you. SurfSolo hides your real IP and replaces it with its own.
SurfSolo makes using web browsers safe and anonymous. SurfSolo is never in contact with the internet. SurfSolo will encrypt your Internet traffic. Anonymous browsing – SurfSolo hides your real IP address, and changes it to an IP address which belongs to SurfSolo’s servers. All the traffic on SurfSolo’s servers is encrypted using SSL. SurfSolo protects you
from spying software installed on your computer. SurfSolo also provides privacy and security for your Instant Messaging and Chat. It hides your real IP, encrypts all your traffic, and makes IP addresses invisible using ultra high bandwidth proxies. You can safely send and receive instant messages even when using an anonymous email account. Web proxy –
SurfSolo is the best web proxy because it is a web proxy, not a browser extension. SurfSolo doesn’t keep track of you, and SurfSolo won’t slow down your browser speed. SurfSolo doesn’t use your bandwidth. SurfSolo runs on your computer only and surfs only when you use it. SurfSolo is completely invisible. Surfsolo uses proxies that are located all around
the world. SurfSolo isn’t a

What's New in the SurfSolo?

The first and the foremost feature of SurfSolo application is an anonymous browsing. In order to protect users’ internet traffic from prying eyes, the application arranges the device traffic through a special encrypted tunnel, therefore providing the service with the assurance that all data transmission is in complete privacy. The feature can be turned on or
off through a setting page, so the user will be able to select either of the two options and SurfSolo will perform accordingly. Even when the traffic is routed through the tunnel, SurfSolo will hide the IP address that is otherwise displayed on the user’s screen, even when using Windows XP. SurfSolo will also offer the user an anonymous email account, along
with a secure instant messenger and secure chat. As the proxy is ultra high-bandwidth, SurfSolo will ensure a flawlessly fast browsing, as well as the ability to change proxy servers and servers with their locations, in order to adapt to different connections. The application will also block access to disreputable websites, monitor the user activity with a web-
based history and a viewing history log. When the security is not a priority, the user can also use the SurfSolo’s proxy only, the application will then mask the IP address. In addition, the utility will protect the user’s temporary files, by compressing the files and extracting the file. The application will also enable the users to bypass the restrictions placed on
them, by the website operators, by moving users behind the firewall at the website’s server. Get SurfSolo Free The application is completely free, however it comes with a set of restrictions. Since it is built on Java technology, the application requires a certain level of Java installation. Also, it cannot be installed on the computer connected to the Internet,
the user’s only option is to install it on a connected computer with the internet. During the installation, the user will be asked to select a username and a password, the username will have a few more characters, however the user will have to set the password to get the SurfSolo application installed. After successfully installing the application, the user will
be greeted with a start-screen, where the user will have to set the proxy settings. In order to be able to do this, the user must have a valid email account and provide their credentials on the official website. The application will not be able to change the users�
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System Requirements For SurfSolo:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5 4690, AMD equivalent or higher Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000, AMD equivalent or higher Storage: 12 GB available hard disk space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 6500, AMD equivalent or higher Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 5000 or AMD equivalent or higher
Storage: 20 GB available hard disk
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